SOLDERING SAFETY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Use the following clues from the information about soldering safety to circle the missing words in the word search puzzle below.

```
B I D D H H C X Q V X X
V C B W W K E V E G I Z
P O Z U K V Q N T T D P
G U L P N U T O S L N J
W O R Q W I F J V R H W
K C B E L D N I U V C B
E F X A D Y G T G K U R
L T T N D L Q W R J O N
I E E N F Y O G F E T I
D R A M U M K S X D T V
D T D A P J Z G D L X D
S N F H G Q Z W X O N G
```

- Never ___ ___ ___ ___ any tip or element of a soldering iron or gun.
- ___ ___ ___ ___ the soldering iron or gun when it is not in use.
- Perform soldering in a well ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ area.
- Always place the tip or element of the soldering iron or gun in a ___ ___ ___ ___.
- Never ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ parts of a live circuit.

Note: Words may be written upwards/downwards, laterally, or diagonally in the puzzle and spelled forwards or backwards in all directions.